WHITE LIGHTNING
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PROHIBITION AND PREDATORS
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I like to have a martini,
Two at the very most.
After three I'm under the table,
After four I'm under my host.
— DOROTHY PARKER

You can get much farther with a kind word and a gun than
you can with a kind word alone.
— AL CAPONE

Everything in life is about sex, except sex, which is about
power.
— OSCAR WILDE

PROLOGUE
EDWIN

St Elizabeth's Orphanage of Mercy

D

eath stalked Edwin Jenkins.
Edwin wasn't aware of that yet. For the moment, he knew
only that the orphanage cook had burned their soup dry again

tonight.
Edwin stepped on the crate that made him tall enough to crouch over
the cast iron cooking pot on the kitchen counter. He picked out the burnt bits
of potato and carrot crusted on the pot bottom, trying not to inhale.
"Hurry up!" called John, who had claimed the forks and spoons, the
easiest washing-up.
Edwin started, wobbling on his crate. He grabbed the wood block
counter. He kept his balance, but pain streaked through his right hand,
which had cramped with cold.
They were both six years old, or so Mrs. Albury told them. Mrs. Albury
ran the orphanage. She was old but quick with a switch, so Edwin tried to
stay out of her way as much as he could.
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Through the thin shared plaster wall, Edwin could hear Mrs. Albury
raise her voice in the neighboring parlour. He couldn't make out her words,
but as long as she didn't rush in scolding them, they were probably all right.
Edwin ﬂinched as he rubbed the pot bottom with a rag dipped in ashes
and vinegar. The vinegar stung the cracks in his hands.
Meanwhile, John pressed his ear against the wall so he could hear Mrs.
Albury better. John escaped from punishment for things like that in a way
that Edwin never would.
Edwin scoured the pot using white brick dust. Red brick dust sometimes
left a stain, as he'd learned before another beating.
When John made a strange noise, Edwin glanced up from his pot.
John had always been the brave one, the loudest six-year-old at the
orphanage. Edwin had never before seen John's lips tremble with fear.
"We're dead," John whispered.
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WINDSOR, ONTARIO, CANADA

HOPE

"

H

ope, I've seen a ghost," said Tori Yamamoto.
"What? Are you serious?" I stepped back instead of
kissing her on each cheek the way French Canadians
do. Then I cautiously surveyed our surroundings, the attic bar of the
Rumrunner's Rest, in Windsor, Ontario.
From the outside, the inn looked like an ordinary, two-story wood
building—almost like two big houses constructed back to back—
with a river view from the front. Well-maintained and stately, not
spectral.
Inside the attic bar, between the wooden walls, the exposed rafter
beams, the long slab wood tables, and each chair back made from a
longitudinal slice of log, I couldn't help wondering how many trees
had been killed for this place. We'd also had to creep down and then
up a set of narrow spiral wooden staircases, and now the attic walls
sloped inward at the edges, making me feel like I should crouch even
though I'm a short woman, thanks to my Asian genes (ﬁve foot two
and a quarter, thank you very much).
The Rumrunner's Rest was apparently quite the party house back
in the Prohibition days. I wouldn't have picked it for our one weekend
oﬀ, but my quirky ﬁancé, John Tucker, insisted we head here.
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Tucker, Tori, and I are all resident physicians, or what used to be
called interns, in Montreal, Canada. Tucker had persuaded us to
come here on a rare weekend oﬀ for the three of us, and Tori had
invited her mysterious new boyfriend, Griﬃn.
"Where did you see a ghost?" I asked Tori, smiling in case it was a
joke. I'd never spotted any spirits in my life before and didn't want to
start now.
She gestured for me to keep my voice down, even though the
brunette bartender and her few customers hardly cared. A 60-ish guy
with an unfortunate combover studied his empty glass while two
older women in yellow shirts toasted each other.
"Yeah, I'm curious too. Let me grab us a drink ﬁrst," said Tucker,
swiping his ﬁngers through his platinum blond hair before heading
for the bar. He'd cut back on his gel and felt self-conscious about his
ﬂoppier bangs, especially after we'd gotten caught in the rain en
route.
"Isn't it weird that their bar is upstairs? I ﬁgured they'd hide it in a
basement during Prohibition," I told Tucker.
"They needed maximum warning about police raids to give them
time to cover up." Tucker winked at me, and I marvelled at the long,
pale eyelashes framing his brown eyes. "So all the bars were upstairs.
This one had the added security of the up and down staircases on the
way in. They also had lookouts posted in their upstairs windows."
Tucker hurried toward the wood bar located directly across from
the entrance. I smiled at the thigh high boot mounted above the bar,
but raised my eyebrows at the single naked breast made of ceramic
mounted to the right of the bottles of alcohol.
A century later, bootlegging seemed dashing, but this was the site
of past crimes. Maybe even murders. Hence Tori's ghost, which she
still hadn't explained.
Ugh. Ghosts schmosts. I shook oﬀ my superstition, or tried to. It's
an Asian thing. Although evidence-based medicine rules my world, I
still don't seek out the number four, after I heard that it sounds like
the word death in Chinese.
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The address for the Rumrunner's Rest is #4 Riverside Drive. Just
sayin'.
"Hi, are you here for Rogue Con?" asked the smiley brunette
bartender whose name tag said Jennifer. I liked her freckles, prominent nose, and slightly uneven teeth.
Tucker snapped his ﬁngers. "I heard about that! It's at the Four
Candles downtown, isn't it?"
"Rogue Con?" Tori raised her eyebrows.
I screwed up my face. "I've heard of cons. Like a convention?"
Medical conventions, which we call conferences, keep us on the
cutting edge of medical research and treatment. They're also an
excuse to drink and travel.
"Exactly," said Tucker, "only small and Canadian and random."
"And all about rogues?" I asked.
"Yeah. Bad guys. And girls. Villains."
"Why would I purposely spend my vacation with a bunch of bad
guys?" I asked. Tucker had sold me Windsor with a combination of
Lake Erie Beach and the world's best pizza. No villains required.
"They're all ﬁctional villains. Strictly for fun. And they're staying
at the Four Candles," Tucker said.
"A few con guests have relocated here," Jennifer informed us, with
a smile. "We have a treat for all of you downstairs, if you care to
follow me."
"What kind of treat?" I asked, but Tori had already fallen into step
behind Jennifer while a bearded man took over the bar.
"Where's Griﬃn? I want to meet him," I told Tori.
She shook her head, her shiny black bob undulating in a way that
mine never would. "He texted me. He told me to come see Javier,
who's already ﬁlming in the basement."
"Who's that?"
"A TV host. They call him 'Windsor's Witness' because he covers
the best local news stories."
A witness to what? Tucker literally rubbed his hands with glee,
undeterred. "I love old places."
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I laughed and patted his back. "You think this is part of the tour?" I
whispered as we followed Tori.
"No, Griﬃn and I already did the tour earlier," Tori said.
"Shouldn't they let us buy drinks ﬁrst?"
Jen grinned at me over her shoulder. "You can still order drinks.
I'll call them up and a server will bring them down for you as 'one of
the most beautiful, natural, wholesome things that money can buy.'"
"Hey, I know that quote. Can I have a gin and tonic?" A greyhaired woman giggled behind me.
"Great idea, Joan. Make it two! And throw in some tiger tail ice
cream if you've got it!" cheered her friend in a gravelly smoker's voice.
They both wore matching mustard-coloured Camp Crystal Lake Tshirts that outlined their love handles, not in a bad way.
I smiled at them, even though money-wise, Jennifer should've
taken our drink orders ﬁrst, then brought us downstairs while we
were half tiddly.
"Two G&T's for Joan and Kathy," Jennifer said. "The ice cream's
in our dining room. But I've got some fantastic mixed drinks,
including the Bee's Knees. And have you ever tried Hope Diamond
gin?"
I raised my eyebrows.
Tucker touched my shoulder. "Coincidence," he murmured. "I bet
there aren't any diamonds in it, either."
"Probably a safe bet." I wrinkled my nose as we descended a
second darkened set of wooden stairs behind the bar that creaked
under our weight.
Jennifer grinned at us, undeterred. "Want more options? My
personal favourite is White Lightning, our special brand of white
whisky made famous in South Carolina."
Tucker grinned back. "You mean moonshine?"
"Yes, that's its other nickname, because it was produced at night.
But as you can imagine, lots of diﬀerent liquor was called moonshine.
This one is special." Jennifer smiled at me. "If I may suggest, you'd like
a Bearcat. It's ﬁerce but delicious."
Tucker immediately agreed to both. Tori demurred, even though
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Kathy egged her on. "You've got to live a little! Look at us! We know
how to party."
"Absolutely," said Tori politely.
We made our way into the musty basement, down a thin, dark
hall before lining up at the door into what I assumed was the original
furnace room.
A male voice resonated behind us, making Kathy and Joan squeal,
but it was a handsome server with a man bun and a goatee, holding a
trayful of drinks. "I hear some refreshments are in order!"
Joan leered at the server as she accepted her gin and tonic. "You
know what Jennifer said?"
Kathy bellowed with laughter. "I know. It's a Steve Martin quote.
'Sex is one of the most beautiful, natural, wholesome things that
money can buy.'"
Joan winked at the guy and downed her drink. "Funny guy, right,
Kathy?"
Kathy laughed so hard that she snorted her drink. The server
smiled and bowed at them, seemingly unruﬄed.
I apologized with my eyes as the man handed me my amber
Bearcat. Sexual harassment, hardee ha ha. The server raised his
eyebrow in acknowledgement before passing the next glass to
Tucker.
Tucker and I shared a silent toast, then drank as we ﬁled into a
small, dark room already ﬁlled with over a dozen people.
Mistake. The alcohol in that Bearcat ripped at my throat and
roared up my nose. I choked but managed to keep it down as several
people, including some winner wearing a white face mask, glanced
over their shoulders and distanced themselves from me.
"Wow," said Tori.
I coughed, eyes watering, while Tucker patted my back and said,
"Appropriate for a Bearcat."
I nodded but tried for another sip, even though my throat kept
spasming. The liquid threatened to slosh out of my glass.
Finally, I got it under control and managed another small sip.
And a third.
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"You tamed the Bearcat," said Tori, eyeing me.
I giggled, slightly lightheaded already. My ex-boyfriend, Ryan Wu,
used to laugh at how fast I'd get buzzed. Was it hot in this little basement, or was it just me?
Tucker kissed my cheek. I could tell he wanted to pat me on the
head. "You want some White Lightning, Hope?"
"Hell, no."
He took a sip of my Bearcat—"Not bad. She's ﬁerce!"—while Tori
pivoted slowly on her heel, her eyes moving up and down what
looked like mold marking the concrete walls, highlighted when
someone turned on a very bright light.
I tried not to breathe too deeply as they dangled a microphone
over the man in the spotlight. I sidled next to Tori and oﬀered her a
sip of my reclaimed Bearcat. She shook her head.
"Will you tell me about the ghost?" I whispered.
Tori shook her head and pressed a ﬁnger to her lips while Jen told
the camera, "A local college professor and amateur historian, Marina
Ma, has arranged a special surprise for the guests of the Rumrunner's
Rest. I'll let Javier explain the rest."
Javier was the spotlighted man, a thirtyish white male journalist
with black-framed glasses and a shaved head in a burgundy suit and
a bow tie. Somehow he managed not to look ridiculous as he faced
the cameraman and said, "Thank you, Jennifer. Marina and her partner, Ryan, noticed something strange when they investigated the
blueprints for this very building, the Rumrunner's Rest."
Wait a minute. Did he say Ryan?
I clocked Tucker's rigid shoulders and Tori's compressed lips. Yes,
he did say Ryan. I wasn't drunkenly hallucinating.
Oh, well. Of the millions of Ryans in the world, only one was my
ﬁrst and most pure love. I'm not supposed to love two people at once,
so I let him go. He blocked me. Now I'm engaged to Tucker and
conforming to monogamy like a good girl.
I tried to check out the room, unobtrusively, for Ryan Wu. I felt
both relieved and agonized not to ﬁnd him.
Then I noticed Tucker scowling as he scoped the 20-odd faces
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surrounding us. Which made me drink in earnest as Javier's voice
ﬁlled the room.
"They believe that this bricked-oﬀ chimney, the one in front of
your very eyes, contains something of interest to Prohibition historians around the world."
Tori froze in place.

2

I

squinted at the brick chimney now spotlighted behind Javier. Yep,
I could make out the brick surround built into the wall. Someone
had used darker red brick to ﬁll in what I think is called the hearth,
the mouth of the ﬁreplace where you'd normally lay the ﬁrewood.
Jennifer had brought us down so they could dismantle this
chimney in front of a boozed-up live audience. Why? What did they
think they might ﬁnd?
Tori swung around to face the wall to our left. I tried to distract
her by whispering, "Tell me about the ghost instead."
She shook her head and pulled out her phone, probably to text
Griﬃn, the mystery boyfriend.
Now that I thought about it, no Griﬃn had come to greet us. Who
was he, and how did he end up in the basement ahead of us?
I shouldn't have to worry about Tori. She soldiered on when
everyone else complained about working 24/7 while our hospital
literally fell to pieces around us (seriously, the plaster crumbled oﬀ
the stairwell walls).
She was a calm, highly intelligent physician who neatly turned
attention away from herself, except for her eye-catching ink sketches.
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She wouldn't mention ghosts lightly, and she shouldn't give her heart
away to someone who didn't deserve it. She was an island unto
herself. Hell, I had no clue about her boyfriend's existence until she
said that Griﬃn should come this weekend.
Tucker took my hand with a tiny head shake. He wanted me to
leave Tori alone.
I awarded him a perfunctory smile, squeezed his hand back, and
used my free hand to text Tori. What's wrong?
She read the text, but stuck her phone back in her pocket instead
of answering me.
Javier raised his voice. "Please welcome Ms. Marina Ma, a business professor at Chester College, and our guide to bootlegger
history tonight!"
I raised my eyebrows at Tori, but she cooly ignored me, joining in
the applause.
I clapped too as the small crowd parted to allow a pretty blonde to
trot down the stairs in stilettos. As she passed me, I noted her Asian
eyes, but she was otherwise everything I wasn't: tall, voluntarily
wearing a black pantsuit and heels, eﬀortlessly thin, with big tits—
how was that fair?
Javier waved away Kathy and Joan to make room for Marina at his
side. "Hello, Marina. You and Ryan aren't architects or historians.
What made you study bootlegging at the Rumrunner's Rest?"
Tori ﬁnally texted me back. I can't tell you.
I shook my head, letting go of Tucker so I could text with both
hands. You can tell me anything.
Meanwhile, professor Marina's high voice ﬁlled the small room:
"Rumrunning, Javier. The illegal transport of alcohol is called bootlegging when it's done over land, because people would hide ﬂasks in
their boots. But when you transport that alcohol over water, as was
done from Windsor to Detroit, that's called rumrunning."
"Touché! I stand corrected, professor!" Javier mugged for the
camera. "I do know that most illegal booze heading from Canada to
the US made its way over the Detroit River."
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"Yes, 75 percent of all illegal alcohol that made its way into the
States came right through here. It was called Hooch Highway."
Joan and Kathy cackled and applauded.
"That's also why Detroit was ground zero for Prohibition oﬃcers.
Even to this day, on this side of the border, the RCMP is stationed on
the river."
"How do you know all that? Was that part of your MBA?" asked
Javier.
"I teach business at Chester College, but history is one of my
passions, especially the Rumrunner's Rest."
Javier held his hand up. "Amen! The Bearcat could knock your
socks oﬀ. Am I right?"
She high-ﬁved him and grinned. "Yes. And one of my students,
Wy Leighton, found the Rumrunner's Rest's blueprints. My partner
Ryan and I noticed the non-functional chimney, and he bought a
phone app that scans behind walls."
An app that can see behind walls? Weird. But no weirder than an
app that can create an EKG, I guess.
My phone buzzed with a text from Tori. No. You'd think I'm crazy.
I texted my answer and mouthed it at her to boot. Never.
She closed her eyes.
"An app that scans behind walls," said Javier. "That's a new one on
me. Ryan—oh, there you are. Come on in. You're an engineer, aren't
you? Could you explain that app?"
Dafuq.
Ryan. The engineer.
I rotated to stare at the bottom of the stairs, and sure enough, Ryan
Wu, my Ryan Wu, the former light of my life, began walking toward me.
I have never fainted before. The closest I came was when I joined
an evening ballet barre class on an empty stomach and my vision
started to go black at the edges.
I fought against the same blackness now while my skin prickled
and a scream built in my chest.
Tori's eyes widened, and Tucker wrapped his arms around me
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from behind. I squeezed my eyelids shut and leaned against Tucker,
but my mind's eye replayed Ryan's black hair, a little longer in the
front and short on the sides. Brown eyes that stared straight into your
soul. That long, lean runner's build.
Breaking up with me hadn't made him fat. It had netted him an
Asian blonde business professor/amateur historian with D cups.
What the what.
To make it more unfair, Ryan was wearing some sort of pinstriped suit, a hat, and two-toned shoes. I'd never seen him in retro
gear before. He should've looked like a buﬀoon, but instead he looked
hotter than the California Reaper hot pepper we'd once tried on a
dare.
Joan and Kathy stepped directly in front of me, blocking my
vision, and my ﬁrst reaction was to behead them.
"Jesus!" I said out loud.
The women glanced at me, but I popped up on my toes to gaze in
the resulting gap between their heads.
Ryan's head swivelled toward me. He never did appreciate me
taking the Lord's name in vain.
Ten feet away from each other, our gazes locked and loaded. I
couldn't make out his expression under that hat.
Tucker squeezed my ribs so hard that it hurt, and I wanted it to. I
let the air out of my lungs as the interviewer blathered away and
Marina tugged on Ryan's arm.
Don't touch my man.
Tori glanced at me as if I'd spoken aloud.
Tucker pressed his cheek against mine. I inhaled his soapy smell.
I'm here. With Tucker. And Tori. Now.
Ryan turned to Javier, his voice even. "Have you ever used stud
ﬁnders? This app combines scanning with a thermal camera. It
shows the diﬀerent densities of diﬀerent construction materials."
"What does that mean, in English?" Javier winked at the camera.
"I can see diﬀerent materials and diﬀerent temperatures." Ryan
paused. "I even saw movement behind the bricks."
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"Movement behind the wall!" Javier pretended to shudder. "You
don't think something or someone is trapped behind there, do you?"
"It was probably mice," said Ryan.
Most of us relaxed—hey, better than Tori's ghost—but one of the
middle-aged women, Kathy, broke the silence with her raspy voice.
"Oh, my goodness. Mice! I cannot abide vermin!"
That broke me out of my spell. I stuﬀed back a laugh. Who talks
like that?
But also, who wants to corral a bunch of people into a room and
rip open that chimney to release a bunch of mice at our feet? They
must think there was something pretty spectacular behind that brick.
Joan towed Kathy toward the stairs, their yellow shirts obvious
even in the dim light away from Javier.
"You okay?" Tucker loosened his grip on me to oﬀer them a hand,
but they trundled right by him, clinging to their drinks. A handsome,
dark-skinned man descending the stairs drew back to give them
room.
More people spilled down the stairway, some of them in costume.
Well, the combover dude wore a faded brown suit that might or
might not be a costume, but I was pretty sure that the fortyish woman
wouldn't normally strut around in a G string and pasties.
Although she seemed less alarming than the teenager who wore
only a bra and underwear covered in cotton balls. And what about
the ripped guy with all visible skin dyed blue? That was a lot of skin,
because he only seemed to be wearing a pretend diaper.
As the cameraman panned over these Rogue Con refugees, G
String Lady posed with her hands on her hips. Then she winked and
pretended to spank the blue guy, who stepped away and frowned at
her—consent, ma'am!—while the white face mask man hovered
behind them.
I exhaled and muttered, "Is Hitler coming too? Bad idea."
"No, Hitler and Nazis are against the rules," Tucker said seriously.
"Everyone's a fake bad guy who's never massacred anyone. They
banned Stalin, Mao, and Pol Pot too."
"Little pig, little pig, let me in!" a guy bellowed from the top of the
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stairs, and more Rogues laughed as they continued to snake into the
basement, one of them pulling the fries out of his poutine while his
buddy scarfed a cinnamon donut and said, "This is better than a Spitﬁres game!"
"Now don't be talking sacrilege," said a third guy in a hockey shirt,
so I guessed that was a hockey team.
"Welcome, visitors!" Javier waved at the Rogues and turned back
to Ryan. "Meanwhile, you've been checking out the chimney. What
did you see?"
Ryan grimaced. "The app isn't great. It can't penetrate too deeply."
Stud ﬁnder. Penetrate.
I shook myself. Get a hold of yourself, Hope Sze.
Ryan and Tucker both half-turned toward me as if they could
hear my lascivious thoughts. I sipped my drink to cover up my
burning cheeks.
Marina's teensy voice took over. "From what we saw, we believe
that something is bricked in behind the chimney."
Blue Guy yelled, "But what is it?"

3
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hat's exactly what you'll ﬁnd out tonight!" Javier spread
his arms. "Every one of you will bear witness. Is it a relic
from Prohibition? Some ancient bottles? Or is it something even more obscure? What do you think, professor?"
"I have my suspicions." Marina dimpled at him. I decided her
bilateral dimples should be illegal. Just looking out for her. I mean,
her students might not take her seriously.
"Originally, the Rumrunner's Rest was called the Dreamland Inn,
ﬁrst built in 1920 to take advantage of Prohibition," said Javier.
"You do know your history," Marina said, Javier beamed, and I
rolled my eyes.
"I obtained permission from the current owners to open the
chimney tonight," said Marina. "It's a big decision, but they're historians too. They want to know what might be behind that chimney."
"So do we," said Javier.
The blue guy pumped his ﬁst in the air in agreement, and when
the cameraman panned over them, G String shook her breasts
at him.
"Well, you certainly have the audience for it! We have a few guests
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from Rogue Con and from the Rumrunner's Rest tonight." Javier
gestured, and the cameraman now focused on our tiny crew.
I casually lifted my hand to block my face and left it there until
Tucker nudged me to let me know I was safe. I wished I'd brought a
hat like Ryan, or a wig like Sia, so I could go out incognito.
The tall, dark, and handsome man, whom I'd noticed earlier
avoiding Joan and Kathy, also tilted his head away from the camera as
he wove through the crowd toward us.
To my surprise, Tori took the man's hand, and he bent over to
whisper something in her ear. She nodded seriously.
So this was Griﬃn. Tori hadn't mentioned that her guy was—
Black? Yes, I thought so, with his melanin and a strong nose, but his
eyes looked Asian. Normally I don't ask people's ethnicities because
I'm sick of strangers yelling "Ni hao!" at me, but this guy's features
fascinated me, even without blue makeup.
No, no, no. Bad Hope. I swung my gaze back to Tucker. My funny,
wild ﬁancé. The guy I promised to love and cherish whenever we had
time to plan a wedding.
Tucker thunked his empty glass down on a side table I hadn't noticed
next to the concrete wall on our left. That sound echoed throughout the
room, and he left a gap between him and me when he rejoined us.
I wanted to explain that I hadn't seen or spoken to Ryan since
December. Almost four whole months. Because Ryan had blocked
me, but no one should dwell on that.
"We can leave," I murmured to Tucker, ignoring a new guy in a
hard hat who had started explaining to Javier what a lintel was and
how he'd started dismantling the ﬁreplace earlier this week, but had
left the last pieces in place until now.
Tucker shook his head, pushing his way to the front of the crowd
for a better view.
I hung back, even though a dozen inconvenient heads ﬁlled my
view. My head swirled, and I carefully placed my own half-ﬁlled glass
on the side table.
My ex-boyfriend held center stage, my ﬁancé was jealous, and
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they were opening up a mouse-laden chimney in front of my
drunken face. I needed all my neurons intact.
I wasn't too tipsy to notice that the construction guy had already
loosened the bricks before, so now all he had to do was wiggle them
out, one at a time. This was a show.
Jennifer joined Javier's side. "On behalf of the Rumrunner's Rest,
I'd like to thank our sponsors, especially the Mackenzie Corporation
and the Grant Foundation. They both made a generous donation to
STIP, Stop Traﬃcking in People, an organization close to my heart.
My goal is to stop human traﬃcking in and around Windsor, especially in hotels."
Oh. At least this was for a good cause. One of my police oﬃcer
friends, Arabella Visser, had explained that human traﬃcking
includes any forced exploitation of people. Everyone thinks of white
sex slaves, but the most common method is actually forced farm
labour. Horrible any way you slice it.
I applauded along with everyone else. Tucker whistled.
Weird that the Mackenzie Corporation had sponsored it, though.
They're North America's largest online retailer, notorious for forcing
local Mom and Pop shops to close because everyone clicks for direct
shipping instead of walking down the street.
Believe me, I have never seen the Mackenzie Corp give anything
to charity, let alone something like STIP. Their warehouse workers
end up peeing in bottles because they don't have time for a proper
bathroom break.
"Mackenzie, the Grant Foundation, and an anonymous donor
made this event possible today." Jennifer held up a placard with
Mackenzie logo, with a ﬁre burning over the I, and an X under the
company name. I remembered hearing that Mackenzie means "born
of ﬁre" in Gaelic.
Well, maybe Mackenzie was trying to kickstart their image after
the bad publicity of them union busting and dodging taxes. Entirely
possible.
Javier kept up a steady patter. "Thank you, Mackenzie, for sponsoring this fascinating night! What's behind this brick wall? Nobody
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knows! This wall has been sealed for decades. We could be breathing
the same air as the Prohibition agents and the bootleggers! I mean
rumrunners!"
I stiﬂed a laugh. The air part could have been true. After we came
back from Egypt, I'd heard a podcast about the secret chamber in
King Tutankhamun's tomb. It was so well-sealed that they hadn’t
discovered it until recently, and they debated about how best to open
it. They wanted to study the air that had been sealed for thousands of
years. It might be our last chance to analyze ancient air.
Still, Prohibition ended in what, 1933? Less than a century ago.
The air shouldn't have been so diﬀerent then. Any pre-loosened
bricks would allow air to escape. Plus what if the chimney was still
open on top?
Even so, we all leaned forward.
Ryan held his phone up, thermal camera attached, app engaged.
"There's no movement now. Any mice must have been scared away.
Still, if you can see what I'm looking at, there's a shape, here … "
He held up his phone to Javier and the cameraman. There was no
way I could see it, but the crowd murmured.
"Look at that!"
"Hello!"
"I wonder what it is?"
I rolled my eyes. Most likely, they wanted to see something. The
power of suggestion. Like when Tucker showed me YouTube videos
of records played backwards. Sheer gobblygook until the narrator
tells you what they’re saying, and then I clearly heard "Satan is good."
The chimney was probably full of nothing but an old bird's nest.
Except that Marina and Ryan had convinced the owners to pay a
guy to open up the chimney, with a local TV celebrity playing host
and a crowd of rogues cheering them on.
It meant that Ryan believed. And he doesn't lie. Partly it's his religion, partly it's his nature. He doesn't like publicity, and he's careful,
not ﬂashy. If he thought there was something in there, I'd bet my
money the same way.
I took Tucker’s hand again. After a minute, he squeezed my
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ﬁngers. I squeezed back, knowing his inner war: he'd love to discover
a historical artifact, but he'd revel in Ryan's humiliation if they came
up empty.
A low sound thrummed through the room, which made the
cotton ball girl jump. And me too, to be honest.
Then I recognized the sound, a drum beating out a smooth
rhythm that accelerated our heart rates.
A slim Black man, maybe 20 years old, emerged from the shadows
at the front of the room, to the right of the ﬁreplace. The cameraman
focused in on him and his drum, and the blue guy moved closer to
see him.
The drum itself didn't look like much, a circular piece of skin on a
pedestal-like base, held between his legs, but the sounds he got out
of it!
The bass beats echoed through the room and seemed to thunder
in my heart. The higher slaps raised the hair on my arms.
Some women started dancing, but I could hardly breathe as the
construction guy removed the bricks more and more quickly, leaving
the last one for Marina to ceremoniously remove.
Tori brushed her hand in front of her nose, and I realized there
was an odd smell. Something fetid and damp, with a deﬁnite eau de
olden days.
Marina carried the last red brick in both hands, almost like it was
a treasure. She set it on a pile on top of the others.
Like a pyramid, I thought, and my mind ﬂipped to Egypt again.
We'd mostly had a good time except that an unknown stalker had
come after me. He shouldn't bother following me to Canada. Still, I
took the precaution of avoiding cameras, and I'd disabled the social
media presence my little brother had created for me.
"And now! The moment you've all been waiting for. What has
been hidden here for almost a century?" The drum beats reverberated oﬀ the walls. Javier shouted to be heard above their
commanding beat. "What was hidden so cleverly for decades in this
chimney? Is it money? Is it moonshine? Or is it nothing at all?"
Brick dust and bad air, I thought wildly. That Bearcat drink had
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gotten the best of me, and I wanted to lie down, but the drumbeat
thundered as Ryan shone a safety light into the ﬁreplace opening.
That smell again. I almost choked.
I couldn't see. I surged forward, but so did everyone else, people
knotted together, their heads bent, their arms pinned to their sides.
"What's happening?" I yelled, and then someone screamed.
"What is it? I'm a doctor," I called.
Strangely, Tori's new boyfriend answered. His height allowed him
to peer over the crowd's heads and say, "It's too late for a doctor.
Those are bones."

